
LIBERTON & DISTRICT COMMUNITY COUNCIL 
CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT 2015 – 2016                   
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Membership 
The office bearers remained as Jim Henry – Chairperson, Secretary – Stewart Sandilands and 
Treasurer – John Wilkinson throughout the session. Mike Edwards was elected to serve as Vice 
Chairperson. The complement of members stands at 10 following the co-option of Graeme Forbes 
who is providing a sound input using his IT skills.  
The 3 Nominated Groups (Friends of St Katherines Park (FOSKAP), Liberton Association and South 
East Edinburgh Churches (SEECAT) remained as members. Member attendance has been a bit of a 
concern and a full complement of members, including ex-offico members, would be welcomed. 
Hopefully the elections in September / October will return a full complement of members and 
Nominated Groups. 

Peter Schwarz continues to run the web site and Graeme Forbes has set up a Twitter 
account.  
We had sad news in September about the passing of  ex Chair and Vice – Chair Vice Alex Scott who 
have left the CC after moving out of the area. CC was represented at funeral. 
PoliceScotland has sent a Community Officer to most meetings and, until he retired at the end of 
2015, Stewart Laird represented the Neighbourhood Partnership. 
Elected members of City of Edinburgh Council have attended but the number of attendances has 
been a bit lower than before.  Only one MSP attended one meeting. 
Member of the public attendance has been limited. 
As chairperson , my overview is as follows: 
This is the third and last Chairperson’s Report for the current Liberton & District Community Council 
(L&DCC). (Details of the election timetable are available on the L&DCC web site.) 
L&DCC has always attempted to ascertain and co-ordinate the views on all matters it deals with. 
However, it has been a year of limited progress with a lot of frustration because of the feeling that 
local views are being ignored.  
 
Sub Committees 
The Communications, Environment, Planning Sub-Committees have met on a regular basis whilst the 
Public Services Sub-Committee has met but is not meeting regularly. It is suggested that the Planning 
and Public Services Sub-Committees merge and this has yet to be debated and decided upon.   
 
Issues Raised at Meetings and Outcomes 
Unkempt sites – All developed or about to be developed.  
Liberton Drive – speeding traffic concerns –partially addressed by the provision / planned provision 
of the third and last traffic island which is underway.   
Crossing/s for Frogston Road East – ghost traffic islands to be laid out via road markings  and 
changes to / provision of new bus stops remains in the pipeline but hopefully local concerns will be 
fully addressed and work will get started.   
L&DCC raised concerns about speed bumps at Mortonhall Park Avenue and this remains in place 
despite a request to have it removed. 
L&DCC wrote to Planning Minister re concerns about planning by appeal but the response was pretty 
lame.  
Unauthorised Motorcycling in St Katharines Park appears to have quietened down in the past year.  
Alcohol licensing – John Wilkinson now attends Licencing Forum meetings. (PRECC & POECC) 
Flytipping Frogston Road east and elsewhere – ongoing issue with some success.  
Speedhump Mortonhall  - No action proposed by City of Edinburgh. 
 
Role and Function of Community Council – Ongoing exercise. The Way Ahead has been implemented 
and has been reviewed. Sub Committees are now  Planning and Public Services; Communications, 



Environment, and Community Priorities with thoughts of a merger of the last two named being 
considered. 
 
Concerns about the apparent crime levels have reduced a bit but the need for good and effective 
Policing remains an ongoing issue. In particular there remains concerns about the lack of cover in the 
area, especially at weekends when PoliceScotland resources are focussed on the city centre. 
 
Bus stop notices – Working progressing on the issue and it has been agreed that CC can put up small 
notices on some stops. Communications Sub to pursue. 
Road safety concerns in Lasswade Road was raised by a resident and passed to Public Services sub-
committee. 
 
Concerns of a local resident about the height of the trees in Greenend Gardens were raised with Cllr 
Robson by a local resident and L&DCC. It was established that CEC could take no action as it turned 
out it did not own the site. 

 
Mike Rea raised concerns about the proposed sale of the Balmwell site as a possible housing 
site. Mike pursued and secured the designation of a tree preservation order to protect the 
trees in the site. 
L&DCC has been appraised of proposals to close Liberton Hospital. An NHS official attended a CC 
meeting and L&DCC currently awaits information about further consultations.  

Mike Rea raised concerns about the state of roads and pavements in Edinburgh. This is an 
ongoing issue for L&DCC to decide what action it may decide to take.  
 
Edinburgh Association of Community Councils (EACC) 
The chairperson has again been taking an active part in this organisation which has, aagain, spent 
much of this year seeking to help member Councils improve their public visibility and raise their 
profiles in the local areas. EACC will, as it now starts to move forward, hopefully provide a stronger 
forum for discussing issues of mutual interest to Community Councils, for discussing City wide issues 
and, perhaps, campaigning for issues of mutual concern to groups of community councils. It has 
adopted a new Constitution and Standing Orders and now has an operational web site. 
 
Civic Forum 
The chairperson represents the Community Council on the Civic Forum. This is a body that deals with 
planning and other related issues.  It is administered by The Cockburn Association and draws its 
membership from Community Councils and other Local Community Groups.  
 
Consultations 
(Planning)  
L&DCC had submitted objections to the proposed Broomhills Development in the previous year. It 
was determined and approved by CEC in December 2015. I am of the opinion CEC made a big 
mistake in approving in advance of the completion of the LDP2 Examination effectively robbing 
objectors of their voices being considered.  
In 2015 the First Minister set up a Review Group to look at planning system.  L&DCC has written to 
the Review Group set up by First Minister and the Report of this Group is awaited with interest. 
In 2015 the Strategic Planning Authority issued the Main Issues Report starting the progress of what 
will be SESPlan2 or the second plan. L&DCC made a submission to this consultation suggesting that 
development should be directed away for L&DCC and GICC areas in this plan and offered an 
alternative strategy.   
L&DCC commented on the revised (smaller scale) development proposed for Goods Corner. As this 
was similar in footprint and scale to previously approved scheme it was approved by CEC and work 
started on site April 2016. 
L&DCC objected the proposed houses at 18 Liberton Brae. Application subsequently withdrawn. 



L&DCC objected to proposed housing on open space at Greenend Estate on the basis of a local site 
meeting where all 100 or so residents were opposed to the development. 
L&DCC has submitted comments on the additional information supplied by CEC in response to a 
request for additional information made by the Local Development Plan Enquiry Reporter. 
 
(Boundary Commission) 
The Planning Sub Group considered the proposals for revised City of Edinburgh ward boundaries and 
made a submission opposing proposed new boundaries. L&DCC offered a more acceptable solution. 
Thanks to Graeme Stewart a L&DCC resident  for his help in producing the response. 
  
(Others) 
L&DCC made no submission to the CEC consultation on the budget for 2016 – 2017.  
L&DCC again raised concerns about Liberton Brae / Kirk Brae Junction on behalf of a local resident 
and concerns about cyclist safety. To date CEC has not responded to a request for a site meeting. 
 
Site Visits / Meetings 
John Wilkinson attended Alcohol Licensing Forum Events.   
John Wilkinson attended some meetings of Neighbourhood Partnership.  
Chairperson and other members attended Broomhills Planning Committee Hearing  
Chairperson attended CEC organised training session on the planning system. 
Su Millar attended NHS presentation on 10 year strategy. 
Mike Rea attended the Scottish Resilience Seminar at Victoria Quay and reported back that Scottish 
Borders Council were a good example of local activity. 
Chairperson attended PlanningDemocracy organised event in Glasgow on 25th April 2015. 
Chairperson and John Wilkinson attended information event at the Faith Mission re the new CEC 
Service Delivery arrangements. 
Community Council Representation on Other Bodies 
Community Council represented on: 
Edinburgh Association of Community Councils (Chair) 
Civic Forum (Chair) and Peter Schwarz as substitute member. 
Neighbourhood Partnership (John Wilkinson) 
Licencing Forum (as members of public)  John Wilkinson and Mike Rea. 
John and Caro Wilkinson and Su Millar attended the Lord Provost’s Garden Party. 
Graeme Forbes attended training events. 
Resilient Communities Conference was attended by Mike Rea who reported back. His report was 
discussed but it was considered that L&DCC probably did not have the personpower to play an 
effective role in this sector. 

Caro Wilkinson was involved in the awareness raising event at Liberton High School in 
November but despite a good number of interesting stalls and good pupil attendance, bad 
weather on the day kept down public attendance numbers. 
 
Report by 
Jim Henry       Chairperson    Liberton & District Community Council   
May 2016 
 
Fuller details can be viewed on the Liberton & District Community Council web site and detail the 
Community Council now has a twitter account  #libertonmatters. 
 
 
 


